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Abstract. The relevant issues of ensuring trouble-free mining operations on
the underlying horizons, which are partially or fully overworked are studied in
this paper. The problem has been solved using the example of a laminal
massif of the Western Donbas soft rocks; complicating factors were taken into
account: water-cut, fracturing, and the rheological properties manifestation.
The model, proposed for calculation, has been substantiated in view of
geomechanics, as well as the finite element method has been chosen to obtain
the stress-strain state of the adjacent massif and support. At the first stage,
mine observations of the state of mine working planned for overworking have
been conducted and analysed. At the second stage, a computational
experiment has been conducted in the most difficult areas. The stresses fields
have been analysed according to vertical, horizontal and stresses intensity
components of the soft rocks laminal massif, as well as their distribution
curves for the recommended and basic fastening options. It has been proved
that the recommended parameters of the fastening structure provide repair-free
mine working maintenance for the entire exploitation period with account of
overworking. Recommendations have been developed for mining the seam C6
in M.I. Stashkova Mine, DTEK Pavlohradvuhillia PJSC.

1 Introduction
The research topic relevance is conditioned by the necessity of effective solving a number
of production tasks related to ensuring trouble-free mining operations at the underlying
horizons, which were partially or fully overworked in previous or current periods of the
enterprise’s activity [1]. For example, in the Western Donbas (Ukraine) conditions, the
issues of coal mining intensification and the completeness of the coal reserves extraction
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are very relevant. The first direction is related to the simultaneous development of two or
three coal seams within one mine field site [2, 3]; the second direction is related to the
reserves extraction in various kinds of protecting pillars left over from mining operations of
previous periods [4]. These directions, which are not related at first glance, are united by
the common task of reliable mine workings maintenance while conducting stope works on
overlying horizons. In the Western Donbas conditions, the mining-and-geological, as well
as mining-engineering situation is complicated by the fact that mining operations must be
carried out in a laminal massif of soft rocks, exposed to intensive weakening factors
influence, namely water-cut, fracturing and rheology. Therefore, the successful task
solution requires, first of all, a multifaceted geomechanical substantiation, based on the
studying the state of overworked massif and the mine working support.
The indicated tasks are far from new, hence, a sufficient number of works has been
devoted to their study and solution. For example, the works [5 – 7] are devoted to the study
of weakening areas influence of parting rocks during joint and downward coal seams
mining. The authors created a database for revealing weakening areas along the extraction
panel length for calculating the fastening and security systems of the preparatory mine
workings based on the conduction and analysis of multivariate experiments [8 – 10]. The
research continuation is to determine a relation between the deformation-strength
characteristics of collapsed rocks and the “support – security” system elements [11], which
is the basis for optimizing the parameters of mine working maintenance [12 – 14].

2 Research objective
The ultimate purpose of research is the development of practical recommendations for
maintaining the underlying mine working, (steep-dipping ventilation crosscut No. 1 (SVC
No. 1), driven in the seam C5 + C5l bottom), when extracting coal reserves of the overlying
seam C6 within the boundaries of the protecting pillar, which was previously designed
specifically to protect SVC No. 1 from the consequences of its overworking. The
substantiation of the planned stope works parameters for a more complete reserves
extraction is based, first of all, on the studying stress-strain state (SSS) of the adjacent
massif and SVC No. 1 support: the results of assessing the state of the mine working
fastening structure by analytical methods in combination with mine instrumental
observations will serve as the basis for making such a technical decision (taking into
account measures to strengthen the support) or rejecting it.
From the point of view of geomechanics, the task of the laminal massif SSS calculation
of the soft rocks to a height of at least 60 – 65 m is quite difficult in itself. Moreover, the
difficulties are aggravated by the necessity to model both the stope face (with equipment)
along the seam C6 and the “small-sized” elements of the SVC No. 1 support. An adequate
reflection of the studied mining-and-geological and mining-engineering situation is possible
only by numerical research methods, among which the finite element method (FEM) is
most widely used (due to its advantages). It was accepted for application, taking into
account some assumptions, the main of which is based on an assessment of the stope works
influence along the seam C6 on the state of the SVC No. 1 in case of overworking.
The presence or absence of the overwork influence on the rock pressure manifestations
in the mine working under study is a key assumption on which the reliability of the
computational experiment results substantially depends.
On the other hand, the assumption about the absence of the overwork influence on the
state of the SVC No. 1 enables to consider this mine working as a single one outside the
zone of the stope works’ influence and significantly simplify the geomechanical model.
Thus, a well-founded opportunity arises of:
– reducing the height of the model by more than 2 times with the exception of a number
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of the most remote lithotypes in the roof of the seam C5 + C5l;
– there is no need to model the longwall face with sections of powered support located
in it along the seam C6;
– a reflection of disturbed rocks characteristic zones in the mined seam C6 roof is also
excluded;
– it becomes possible to replace the three-dimensional statement of a problem with a
two-dimensional one with consideration only in a vertical section of YZ, perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis X of the SVC No. 1.
All these simplifications are completely substantiated by the existing principles for
solving geomechanics problems, which enables to significantly save computational
resource and redirect it to the “small” parts modelling of the SVC No. 1 fastening structure;
the action also increases the final results reliability of the computational experiment on the
studying the SSS of mine working support.
On the other hand, accounting the possible influence of the SVC No. 1 overwork also
increases the results reliability of calculating the SSS in terms of studying the displacement
process of the coal-overlaying formation during the stope extraction of the seam C6. When
the longwall face moves on the rise of the seam C6, the frontal bearing pressure is also
propagated into the seam bottom with a steady decrease in stresses concentrations along the
depth of a parting [15]. The thickness of a parting (seams C6 and C5 + C5l) varies in the
main range of 26 – 28 m and does not allow to unambiguously judge about the possibility
of bearing pressure to reach the border rocks of the SVC No. 1. Therefore, there is a
probability to enhance the load on the fastening structure of mine working, the
consideration of which also helps to increase the results reliability of the computational
experiment. In regard to the above, it should be noted that an increase in the load on the
mine working support by several tens of percent can significantly affect its stability,
namely, such a residual influence of the front bearing pressure (caused by the seam C6
extraction) is quite possible in the mining-engineering situation under study.
The following methodological approach is proposed for agreeing the advantages of a
single mine working modelling with account of the possible impact of its overworking. At
the first stage, the real state of the SVC No. 1 is studied by measuring the final mine
working dimensions for a current period of time. A general assessment of its performance
characteristics is given, and the least stable areas are identified with the determination of
reserves for the possible worsening of mining-and-geological situation. At the second stage,
the proposed fastening structure is modelled with strengthening the basic (frame) support
with a set of resin-grouted roof bolts (in the least stable areas). In addition, the reserves are
assessed for increasing the support resistance reaction in case of worsening the mining-andgeological conditions for maintaining the SVC No. 1. At the third stage, the basic support
structure is modelled and a comparative analysis of its state is made relative to the
strengthened fastening system. Therewith, all the revealed reserves (in percentage terms) of
the load-bearing capacity of support are compared under the influence of overworking, on
the basis of which practical recommendations are developed on the differentiated
strengthening of the fastening structure along the length of the SVC No. 1.

3 Solution to a problem
The first stage is in conducting and analysing mine observations of the state of mine
working planned for overworking. Before to start extraction of the protecting pillar, the
SVC No. 1 can be considered as a single mine working, since: the previously mined-out
areas of the seam C6, which are located near the protecting pillar, have insignificant
influence due to the remoteness along the seam strike of the stope works boundaries of past
periods; considerable thickness of a parting between C6 and C5 + C5l; a sufficiently long
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period of time interval passed after the extraction completion of the seam C6 adjacent areas,
during which, due to rheological processes, “smoothing” occurred of the rock pressure
anomalies. Therefore, the observed rock pressure manifestations are related only to the
adjacent massif behaviour, and it affects the state of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5
according to measurements data made by the mine surveying service.
Fig. 1 shows the graphs of changes along the mine working of the main geometric
parameters of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5, to which can be attributed the current values of
its height hw, width Bw and the value of the residual section S. It must first be noted that
technical and technological standards, as well as the safety rules requirements for mine
operation, are not violated in any of the analysed parameters. Nevertheless, when mining-out
the protecting pillar along the seam C6, less stable areas along the length of mine working
may appear, which should be strengthened in advance to ensure further stable operational
state of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5.
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Fig. 1. The measurement results of changes in the geometric parameters of the SVC No. 1 cross
section of the seam C5: 1 – width Bw; 2 – height hw; 3 – area S of the residual mine working section.

The current value of mine working width varies in the main range of Bw = 3.9 – 4.2 m,
which corresponds to the sides convergence (for the entire period of exploitation) at the
level of 400 – 700 mm. This convergence value exceeds the permissible lateral yielding
property of the frame (100 mm from each side of mine working), however, the joist
couplings are in a satisfactory condition and there is no evident plastic bending and
buckling of the prop stays of the frame support. All the noted circumstances as a whole lead
to the conclusion that the mine working width is maintained at a level sufficient to ensure
its reliable functioning.
The main range of changes in the current height of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5 is
3.0 – 3.2 m, which corresponds to the rocks convergence of the roof and bottom at the level
of 600 – 800 mm. The maximum convergence of the roof and bottom is observed in the
area of PK0 – PK12 (up to 1000 mm) and PK70 – PK74 (up to 1100 mm). Obviously, the
main role in the value of total convergence is played by the heaving process of bottom
rocks of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5, where argillite and siltstone with medium thickness
periodically occur, which, when moisture-saturated, lose compression resistance up to
5.4 MPa and 6.2 MPa, respectively; moreover, argillite is characterized as intensely
heaving. Nevertheless, in some areas of mine working, a slight flattening of the frame cap
board is observed, especially when the yielding joists actuate without exhausting the design
value (300 mm) due to the fact that ends of the cap board and prop stays get wedged.
In general, according to the current height hw factor of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5,
mine working is in a quite operational state.
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According to the factor of the cross section residual area S, ventilation requirements
indicate the minimum permissible value of 6.0 m2. From the point of view of this condition,
the entire mine working length is in a satisfactory state:
– the main part of the crosscut length has a range of variation of S = 10.5 – 11.5 m2 or
more, which is by 1.75 – 1.92 times exceeds the minimum permissible value;
– in some mine working areas (PK3 – PK5, PK31 – PK33, PK98 – PK101, PK109 –
PK111), the residual section is S = 9.49 – 9.88 m2, which, nevertheless, is by 1.58 – 1.65
times higher than the minimum permissible one.
Thus, the general conclusion regarding the analysed geometric parameters is that the
SVC No. 1 of the seam C5 is in a satisfactory operational state.
At the same time, it should not be ignored the possible poorly predicted complications
of mining-and-geological conditions for maintaining the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5. These
complications may not be related to mining the protecting pillar of the seam C6. If to
consider the events which are difficult to predict, the most probable is the further
weakening of very soft argillite of the seam C5 + C5l immediate bottom due to constant
moisture saturation. Therewith, it should be borne in mind that, for the most part of the
crosscut length, the border rocks are presented by argillite throughout the entire arch, and
here it is possible to expect an increase in vertical and oblique rock pressure.
To resist this probable process, it is recommended to strengthen argillite (in the marked
areas of the mine working length), for example, by setting the resin-grouted roof bolt
system along the arch contour. The roof bolts erected in the middle of the interframe space
will strengthen the argillite to a depth of 2.4 m and, thereby, exclude the further
development of rock pressure manifestations. Finally, it will be possible to judge the
effectiveness of measures for strengthening the frame support of the SVC No. 1 of the seam
C5 according to the computational experiment results.
According to the research strategy formulated earlier, the second stage consists of
substantiating the geomechanical model and conducting a computational experiment to
calculate the SSS of the adjacent rock massif and the SVC No. 1 support in the most
“problematic” areas of its maintenance, identified during mine instrumental observations.
The general research algorithm involves modelling the conditions for maintaining a single
mine working without taking into account the probable impact of its overworking.
The substantiation and construction of the geomechanical model have been performed
in full accordance with modern rules and methods for solving such problems, taking into
account the peculiarities of the mining-and-geological Western Donbas conditions
[15 – 18]. Thus, the model dimensions in vertical direction y = 29.8 m completely include
the unloading areas in the roof and bottom of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5, conditioned by
its drivage; a horizontal dimension of z = 25 m provides a reflection of the high rock
pressure (HRP) zones in the crosscut sides, which were also formed during its construction.
The geostatic pressure at the model upper boundary is set in accordance with the average
depth H of mine working placement; at the lower model boundary, there is some condition
of “rigid base”, and at the lateral boundaries, there is a condition of “symmetry”. In the
cavity of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5, the TSYS structure frame support from the SCP-27
special profile has been modelled, which is the so-called basic option in accordance with
the passport of the mine working fastening. In areas of more intense rock pressure
manifestation [19, 20], it is recommended to strengthen the fastening structure by setting
the resin-grouted roof bolt system in the interframe space of the crosscut. Fig. 2 presents
one of the recommended fastening structures, which has some versatility in terms of
changing the number and parameters of setting the resin-grouted roof bolts in the cross
section of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5. Both support structures are involved in a
computational experiment followed by a comparison of their SSS at the third stage.
The mechanical characteristics have been introduced into the model base according to
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geological surveys, as well as the extensive studies results of the mechanical properties of
the Western Donbas rocks [21 – 23]. Relevant information for the fastening structure was
taken from the reference books [24 – 28], and for the resin-grouted roof bolts – from the
book [29].

Fig. 2. The recommended scheme for fastening the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5.

The developed geomechanical model has been tested to assess its performance and
consistency with existing concepts about the displacement processes of coal-bearing massif
during mining operations; the model was fully prepared for the SSS calculation [30], as
well as the computational experiment has been conducted, the results analysis of which is
presented below.

4 Analysis of results
The study of the SSS peculiarities was conducted on three main stresses components:
vertical σy, horizontal σz and stresses intensity σ; a comprehensive analysis of their
distribution fields has presented the most complete pattern of mine rocks behaviour around
mine working and the state of its fastening structure.
The SSS calculation of the geomechanical model (with the recommended fastening
structure of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5) is displayed in Fig. 3 for all three analysed
stresses components, for which the colour scale was selected so as to most clearly show the
σy, σx and σ distribution in the adjacent laminal massif. To study the SSS in the fastening
structure elements, it is signified separately, removing the surrounding massif from the
stresses curves. The use of this technique is dictated by the large difference in the
mechanical characteristics of the massif lithotypes and the support materials (they differ by
an order of magnitude or more). This required a change in the stresses scale for the most
reliable representation and analysis of the fastening structure SSS. The results of a more
detailed study of its state are presented in a comparative analysis of the σy, σx and σ
components distribution curves for the recommended and basic options of the SVC No. 1
support structures of the seam C5. At the beginning of the analysis, the state was studied of
the soft rocks laminal massif, surrounding the mine working.
According to the factor of the vertical stresses σy action above the SVC No. 1 of the
seam C5, the formation of an arch of ultimate equilibrium is predicted with the formation of
a vertical load within the frame support working resistance: the weight of the rocks inside
the arch is about 220 – 250 kN/m, which approximately corresponds to the step of 1.0 m,
when setting the frame made from the SCP-27 special profile. A very soft moisture-
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saturated argillite (compressive resistance σcompr = 2.7 MPa) is located in the mine working
sides, which, within its thickness, is characterized by the formation of a significant volume
of unstable rocks, creating a significant lateral and oblique load on the fastening structure of
the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5. A more stable siltstone (σcompr = 13.2 MPa) occurs in the
mine working bottom, in which the formation is predicted of limited rock volumes (up to
1.1 m deep and up to 2.7 m wide), either complete unloading (σy = 0) or insignificant tensile
stresses σy action. The existence of such an area of limiting state in the bottom of the SVC
No. 1 of the seam C5 presumes the moderate heaving development according to the factor of
vertical stresses action.
а

b

c

Fig. 3. Curves of the stresses components
distribution in the rock massif around the SVC
No. 1 of the seam C5: а – vertical stresses σy;
b – horizontal stresses σz; c – stresses intensity σ.

The peculiarities of the horizontal stresses yz distribution in the mine working roof
indicate the prospect of strengthening the border rocks with resin-grouted roof bolts, which
will form an additional armoured and rock load-bearing structure above the arch by binding
argillite and coal seam C5 + C5l. In the mine working sides, within the thickness of a very
soft argillite, the formation of rather vast areas of its limiting state (up to 3.5 – 4.0 m along
the seam strike) is predicted and, as a result, the development of increased lateral load on
the frame support. It is expedient here to strengthen the frame by setting the resin-grouted
roof bolts in the upper part of the sides (throughout the height of soft argillite), and the
lower part of the side rocks (siltstone) is quite stable and does not need additional
strengthening. In the bottom rocks of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5, tensile stresses
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σz = 2 – 4 MPa act; the siltstone thickness (0.8 – 0.9 m), remaining after the bottom ripping
(during the mine working operation), is exposed to them, and the tension area itself extends
beyond the mine working dimensions to a width of 1.7 – 2.0 m. This rock volume is
decisive in the heaving process development; a very thin (0.3 m) coal seam С43 is also
joined to it. The underlying two thick siltstone layers, although they experience a bending
towards the mine working cavity, but retain continuity. In general, a moderate heaving can
be predicted according to the factor of the horizontal stresses σz action.
According to the factor of the stresses intensity σ action, the sandstone occurring in the
main roof maintains stability even in a moisture-saturated state, and the formation of a
limiting state is predicted in the underlying siltstone. However, this rock volume is under
the conditions of so-called constrained deformation, when a holistic massif is located from
all sides; it is therefore assumed that this siltstone is not involved in the vertical load
formation on the SVC No. 1 support of the seam C5. Argillite and a coal seam C5 + C5l,
occurring straight near the mine working arch, are exposed to weakening and loss of
continuity even inside the unloading arch. On the sides of the arch in argillite there are vast
areas of σ concentrations over a width along the seam strike of up to 3.5 – 4.0 m; they
induce the formation of a significant not only vertical, but also oblique load on the support
of a crosscut. Therefore, we consider it expedient to strengthen the border rocks of mine
working using the resin-grouted roof bolt system. In the sides of the SVC No. 1 of the seam
C5, the same very soft argillite to a height of its thickness of 2.2 m contributes to the
development of a significant lateral load on the frame support prop stays. To strengthen
them, it is recommended to strengthen the argillite with resin-grouted roof bolts. In the
lower part of the crosscut sides, there is a rather stable siltstone that is not dangerous from
the point of view of increased lateral rock pressure. In the rocks of mine working bottom
with a possible partial moisture saturation of siltstones, separated by a coal seam С43,
moderate heaving is predicted up to 300 – 500 mm.
When analysing the SSS of fastening structures, attention was primarily drawn to the
resistance effectiveness to the rock pressure by the resin-grouted roof bolt system, the
setting of which is recommended in potentially problematic areas of the SVC No. 1 length
of the seam C5.
The parameters of the vertical stresses σy distribution have shown a sufficient efficiency
of the scheme of resin-grouted roof bolts arrangement in order to resist to differently
vectored rock pressure: the main range of their loading varies from 34 – 42% to 93 – 96%
of the load-bearing capacity calculated value. The horizontal stresses σz curve clearly
indicates the formation in the mine working roof of a thrust armoured and rock structure,
which, due to its thickness (at least 2.3 m), is capable of taking up a rather high load of a
predominantly vertical direction. The roof bolts of a flatter installation resist to the lateral
rock pressure at the level of σz/σyield = 33 – 57%, where the estimated yield limit of steel of
the roof-bolt reinforcement is designated through σyield. According to the factor of the stress
intensity σ action, the degree of the roof bolts loading in the main range of 40 – 93% has
been determined.
In general, the components distribution parameters confirm the expediency of setting
the resin-grouted roof bolts to strengthen the frame support: each roof bolt performs its
function (depending on the coordinates of its location) in unloading the frame support from
the increased differently vectored rock pressure acting along the SVC No. 1 contour of the
seam C5.
The evidence of maintaining mine working in a stable state with the recommended
fastening structure is very important, but does not answer the question: is it possible that
with the existing (basic) fastening structure, mine working will also be in a satisfactory
operational state? Partially, the answer to this question has already been given when
monitoring the SVC No. 1 state of the seam C5 by measuring the residual section of mine
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working. When performing measurements, the least stable areas of the crosscut have been
identified, which can be potentially dangerous in terms of intensification of the rock
pressure manifestations for various geomechanical reasons, including the factor of
overworking the protecting pillar of the seam C5. Therefore, a comparative analysis has
been performed of the state parameters of the recommended and basic fastening structures,
which was based on the curves of the main SSS components distribution along the frame
support contour.
The comparative analysis results of the vertical stresses σy distribution are presented in
the form of graphs (Fig. 4) of the maxima σy distribution in each cross section of the SCP
frame.
σу/σyield, %
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Fig. 4. Distribution of relative vertical stresses σy/σyield along the frame support contour:
recommended structure;
basic structure.

The relative indicator σy/σyield gives a quantitative assessment (in percentage terms) of
how close the vertical stresses value σy is to the estimated yield limit σyield of SCP steel,
which fixes the occurrence of the limiting state in a particular area of the frame support
contour.
The following differences in the indicator σy/σyield distribution parameters between the
recommended and basic fastening structures have been determined in the frame cap board.
In the arch keystone, the indicator σy/σyield reaches maximum values of 26% in the
recommended structure, and then in the area with a width of up to 2.1 – 2.3 m, it slightly
decreases to 20 – 23%. Somewhere at the same length of the arch central part and the basic
structure, the range of change σy/σyield is 37 – 69% with the maximum values located closer
to the peripheral part of the cap board.
The data presented indicate the underloaded state of the cap board for both compared
structures, but the degree of unloading of the recommended option is by 1.42 – 3.45 times
higher than for the basic option. Obviously, the decisive role here is played by the
protective function of the armoured and rock arch formed above the crosscut with a set of
resin-grouted roof bolts.
Near the yielding joists of the frame and along their length, the indicator σy/σyield was
even slightly lower in the basic structure compared to the recommended one. A higher
degree of the yielding joists unloading with increased loading of the frame cap board
indirectly indicates their insufficiently effective work to ensure yielding mode in case of
increased rock pressure.
In the prop stays of the frame support, starting from their upper curvilinear part, there is
a stable excess of the indicator σy/σyield for the basic structure compared to the
recommended one. Thus, the excess of the indicator σy/σyield is 1.47 – 1.98 times in the
curvilinear part of the prop stay, but the vertical stresses σy value does not exceed the
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estimated yield limit σyield of SCP steel. That is, despite the increased values σy/σyield in the
basic structure, the plastic state is not observed in the curvilinear part of the prop stays.
A different situation is in the rectilinear part of the prop stay of the basic option of the
crosscut fastening structure. Here, the indicator σy/σyield exceeds in a stable manner the value
of 100%, varying in the range of 105 – 120%. This means a transition of the entire
rectilinear part of the prop stays to the limiting and superlimiting state according to the
factor of the vertical stresses σy action; the plastic bends of prop stays with the subsequent
loss of a stable form are very probable here. In relation to the recommended structure, the
indicator σy/σyield is exceeded by 1.54 – 1.90 times.
Summing up the comparative analysis results of the vertical stresses σy parameters
distribution, it can be concluded that the recommended structure provides not only a
decrease in the component σy (by 1.42 – 3.54 times in the cap board, by 1.47 – 1.98 times in
the prop stays), but also a prelimiting state of the frame along its entire contour.
For horizontal stresses σz, a comparative analysis has led to the following results, shown
in the graphs of Fig. 5.
σz/σyield, %
100

50
0
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0
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Fig. 5. Distribution of relative horizontal stresses σz/σyield along the frame support contour:
recommended structure;
basic structure.

In the cap board of the frame support almost along its entire length, the value σz in the
basic structure invariably exceeds that for the recommended fastening structure of the SVC
No. 1 of the seam C5. This confirms the indicator values of σz/σyield = 48 – 83% in the basic
option as compared to 41 – 54% in the recommended option: in the main part of the cap
board length, the increase in horizontal stresses is 1.32 – 1.80 times.
Nevertheless, the maxima σz in the cap board of the basic structure do not exceed the
permissible values σyield, which indicates the absence of plastic state areas and its stability.
The same conclusion refers to the prop stays of the frame support in the basic option: the
indicator σz/σyield varies in the range of 28 – 58%. But, in relation to the recommended
structure, an increase in σz occurs up to 1.67 – 2.07 times.
The above data indicate a sufficiently effective work of the armoured and rock arch to
protect the frame support from the rock pressure manifestations. But, according to the
factor of horizontal stress σz action, the frame, as an independent type of support, does not
need in setting a set of resin-grouted roof bolts along the contour of the crosscut.
The final conclusion about the necessity to strengthen the frame support of the SVC
No. 1 of the seam C5 with a system of resin-grouted roof bolts (in potentially dangerous
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areas of the crosscut) has been made on the basis of a comparative analysis of the stresses
intensity σ distribution along the mine working contour, which is shown in Fig. 6 as an
indicator σ/σyield.
σ/σyield, %

100
50
0

150

100

50

0

0

50

100

150

Fig. 6. Distribution of the relative intensity of stresses σ/σyield along the frame support contour:
recommended structure;
basic structure.

The cap board of the frame support, as expected, is more loaded in the basic option
compared to the recommended one. In the arch central part with a length of 1.5 – 1.6 m, the
indicator σ/σyield varies in the range of 54 – 75% compared to 22 – 52% in the recommended
fastening structure; an increase in σ was 1.44 – 2.45 times. As it approaches the peripheral
areas of the cap board, the indicator σ/σyield increases to 87 – 96%, that is, it approaches the
estimated yield limit of SCP steel and its limiting state. In the recommended structure, the
stresses intensity by 1.22 – 1.64 times lower and this is conditioned by the protective effect
of the armoured and rock structure around the crosscut. At the same time, the state of the
frame cap board approaches the limiting one, but does not reach it.
Near the yielding joists of the frame support, there is a fairly synchronous (for both
options) decrease in σ and further gradual increase in the curvilinear part of the prop stays
until occurrence of the limiting state (σ/σyield = 100%). In the rectilinear part of the prop stays,
the indicator σ/σyield exceeds 100% in a stable manner, varying in the range of 113 – 137%,
and characterizes all round occurrence of the limiting and superlimiting state. This contributes
to losing the stable form by the prop stays and to activation of their convergence with a
significant decrease in the residual area of the cross section of crosscut.
In general, a comparative analysis of the frame support state in the basic and
recommended options has revealed a number of advantages of the recommended one:
– despite the absence of a limiting state in the cap board (but only approaching to it), the
recommended option creates a significant safety factor by reducing the stresses intensity by
1.22 – 2.45 times;
– in the basic option, the entire rectilinear part of the prop stays changes into a limiting
state, and the recommended option excludes it, providing a decrease of σ by 1.52 – 1.88
times;
– the positive effect of the recommended fastening structure is ensured by the
performance of the protective function by the armoured and rock arch-shaped system
formed by a set of resin-grouted roof bolts with the right choice of parameters for their
setting.
The practical significance of the obtained results is as follows. The mine instrumental
observations analysis has proved the satisfactory state of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5 before
to start its overworking during the protecting pillar extraction along the seam C6.
Nevertheless, a number of so-called problem areas along the mine working length (PK3 –
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PK5, PK31 – PK33, PK98 – PK101 and PK109 – PK111) have already been identified,
which can lose the required operating parameters when the rock pressure manifestations
caused by overworking are intensified. In this regard, practical recommendations have been
developed so as that to block the negative influence of the mine working overwork by
increasing the resistance reaction of its fastening structure:
– according to existing studies of similar mining-and-geological Western Donbas
conditions with a parting thickness of 25 – 30 m, the “residual” overwork effect in the
underlying seam can be manifested through the rock pressure intensification up to 1.2 – 1.4
times;
– the recommended fastening structure of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5 provides an
ignorance factor of the cap board load-bearing capacity up to 2.45 times, and of its prop
stays – up to 1.88 times, which completely covers other poorly predicted factors of the rock
pressure intensification.
The fastening structure scheme, which is recommended in potentially dangerous areas
of the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5 is presented in Fig. 2 and substantiated based on the
computational experiments results. The frame support has the same parameters as before,
and in the middle of the interframe space seven roof bolts are set symmetrically with
respect to the crosscut axis. The roof bolts arrangement along the contour is uniform every
1.0 m, starting from the central vertical roof bolt (Fig. 7). The gradient angle of roof bolts
decreases from 90º in the arch keystone to 30º in its spring in accordance with the scheme.
Roof bolt length is 2.4 m.

Fig. 7. An illustration of a mine working state according to the recommended fastening scheme.

The recommended parameters of the fastening structure provide repair-free maintenance of
the SVC No. 1 of the seam C5 for the entire exploitation period, taking into account the
overworking along the seam C6.

5 Conclusions
Based on the experience study of maintaining mine workings being overworked in the
Western Donbas mines, as well as the modern studies of the parting rocks stability, the
expediency has been substantiated for combining the methods of mine instrumental
observations and computational experiments to develop adequate and reliable
recommendations for maintaining mine working being overworked.
Mine research has determined the satisfactory performance characteristics of the SVC
No. 1 of the seam C5 for the period before to start its overworking: convergence of the roof
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and the bottom of mine working, as well as its sides maintain permissible gaps and
distances according to the requirements of safety rules; the area value of the residual
section is more than by 1.5 times higher than the minimum permissible value according to
ventilation conditions.
The SSS analysis of the adjacent massif made it possible to predict the formation of a
significant differently vectored rock pressure onto the support, to resist to which the
recommendations have been developed for strengthening the fastening structure; the
recommendations expediency has been confirmed by the analysis results of its main
elements SSS – the cap board, prop stays and a set of resin-grouted roof bolts.
Due to the strengthening of the basic support, the ignorance factor of the load-bearing
capacity completely covers not only the probable overwork effect, but also other possible
factors of the rock pressure intensification. The developed recommendations are used when
mining out the seam C6 reserves in M.I. Stashkova Mine in the Western Donbas.
The authors express their gratitude to the management of DTEK Coal Unit for their help in organizing
the experimental research.
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